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Abstract – The management changing is started by an election of a new chairman. Supporting academic of the students, English lecturer assigns a project of poster creation of election using English. This research is to find what extent the poster is delivered to its audience. This study is mix method research with an analytical descriptive as the method. Quantitative and qualitative data are gathered through documents. The data are 5 English posters of Students’ election candidates. All of the posters are analyzed based on 5 criteria of Schwab’s good writing poster theory. Content analysis is used to validate the data findings. The study reveals all the 5 posters don’t meet the criteria. However, all of them gives similarity in showing advantage criterion. Next research should assess into a single poster to give a brief explanation of making a good poster.
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INTRODUCTION

Higher education is closely like a real society from an ideal perspective. Students of higher education have an organization which runs for collecting and running the students’ aspiration. The organization is annually changing management. The management changing is started by an election of a new chairman.

The election serves at least two candidates consisted of two persons for the president and the vice president. Every candidate has their team for succession. The team has to promote the candidates to all students giving profitable information in order to get their vote.

Promoting the candidates at Djuanda University has many methods (talk show, debate, speech, poster, leaflet, and etc.). The methods’ deliveries are using Indonesian. Supporting academic of students, English lecturer assigns a project of poster creation of election using English. Using English as promotion language delivery has a new perspective as the students are mostly accustomed to Sundanese and Indonesian.

Posters are made for the public (Kusrianto, 2007; Yunregiarsih et al., 2014) and used as a pictorial aid to show any specific pieces of evidence in a concise way (Feketer et al., 2003; Jackson & Sheldon, 2000) in an academic environment (Zerin & Khan, 2012). The poster has several words and images in common, but they have meaningful messages (Shelledy, 2004). Writing a poster for higher education students must acknowledge their intentions. However, the students’ cellphone is the most seeing of their time in a day.

The students have limited time to read as the time would be valuable for other activities such as moving to the next classes and/or doing the organization’s activities. The students would spare their time only if the poster gives an interesting layout and/or a headline (Shaw, 2012). The poster layout is a combination of the colour and the symbols used (Konstant, 2011). The symbols are images related to the purpose of the poster (Allan et al., 2008; Gosling, 2012) (i.e. a close-up photo of the president and vice president candidates).

As described above, the poster created by the students of non-native English is attracting to
conduct research. However, analyzing posters have been done before that comes up with its results. Most of them are individual analysis of movie poster (Akbar PS & Patria, 2016; Juliantari, 2014; Werang, Basilius, 2018). The others are poster creation analysis of famous artists (Ramalia et al., 2016; Rukiah, 2016).

Its explanation drives a question whether or not the poster aligned with the criteria of good writing. To distinguish this article to previous research is this study using Victor Schwab Poster Analysis. Therefore, this research is to find what extent the poster is delivered to its audience.

**RESEARCH METHOD**

This study is a mix method research with an analytical descriptive (Auerbach & Silverstein, 2003; Kington et al., 2011; Stake, 2010; Vaismoradi et al., 2013). Quantitative and qualitative data are gathered through documents. This method is dependent to the instrument for measurement and observation to describe some phenomenon of interest (Bhattacherjee, 2012).

Descriptive research describes the event in greater or less depth as needed which focus on various elements of different research techniques and engage in quantitative statistics to organize information in meaningful ways.

The data are 5 English posters project of students’ election candidates at Djuanda University. The data are limited to English poster project only. The posters are captured using a cellphone. All of the posters are analyzed based on 5 criteria of Schwab’s good writing poster theory. Content analysis is used to validate the data findings.

Schwab theory in writing a good poster defines a good poster has 5 criteria to be met (Schwab, 2016). The 5 criteria are getting attention, showing people an advantage, proving the evidence, persuading people (Lakhani, 2011; Vitale, 2010), and asking for action. Those criteria apply as an instrument to assess the 5 posters are categorized as good posters.

**FINDINGS AND RESULTS**

All the 5 posters don’t meet the Schwab theory of good poster writing. The finding is supported in the analysis of the criteria as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poster ID</th>
<th>P1</th>
<th>P2</th>
<th>P3</th>
<th>P4</th>
<th>P5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Getting</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A good writing poster originally is a part of writing activity. Writing is an activity to communicate someone’s thought in symbols way (Tomasello, 2014). The symbols have specific meaning to specific receivers. The writing activity, at least, has 3 elements (writer-channel/medium-reader) (Hayot, 2014).

In academic, writing becomes an indicator of someone’s proficiency. Knowing that phenomenon, writing become a must in set of learning process. The learning process of writing conveys the revealing idea, though, knowledge, and experience of someone in a way of clearly, chronologically, expressively, readability and understandably symbols (Bolton, 2010; Ferreti & Lewis, 2013; Shaw, 2012; Temple, 1993; Vitale, 2010). A good writing has to be meaningful (Eodice et al., 2017) and align with the purposes (Meyer, 2010).

Purposes of writing are commonly categorized as 1) assignment, 2) altruistic, 3) persuasive, 4) informational, 5) self-expressive, and 6) creative (Ferreti & Lewis, 2013; Ismayani, 2017; Lubis, 2014; Temple, 1993; Wuryantoro et al., 2017).

Assignment purpose means the writing activity is based on the task given by the lecturer (i.e. short story). Altruistic purpose means to amusing the reader, to giving the reader easy understanding of the text. The persuasive purpose means to convince the reader on the topic described.

The informational purpose means to give information. The persuasive purpose seems similar with the informational purpose. To differ both of them, the informational has no intention of getting readers attention to do specific act. Next, the self-expressive purpose relates to declare about the writers themselves.

Last, the creative purpose aligns with the value and the creativity of the writers in writing to solve the problems, to make clear the idea and the thoughts for the sake of reader readability.

Mass media is separated into two (electronic & printed) forms (Grossberg et al., 2006; Romli, 2017; Vivian & Maurin, 1991). The electronic mass media are such as radio, television, film, website, etc. Radio is basically using an audio. Television is using...
a combination of visual and audio. Film is like television but film does not have break.

Next, the printed mass media is a medium of communication in a static way. The printed mass media are such as newspaper, magazine, tabloid, book, brochure, booklet, etc. Newspaper (daily publishing in common), magazine (once a week or twice a month or monthly publishing) consist news. Tabloid is like a newspaper but it is on A3 paper size. Book is known as the core of knowledge of someone. Brochure is a company profile. Booklet in Indonesia known as memorable things of a company.

Posters as part of printed mass media have some characteristics, in which are: 1) delivered in individual and/or in organizational; 2) having a message to disseminate; 3) anonymous receiver; 4) categorized to a massive number of audiences; 5) having indirect feedback.

To be clearer, poster is identified by 1) giving a specific message or an idea, 2) giving wide impression or attention, 3) direct and dynamic, 4) representative images or illustrations, 5) light, concise, and meaningful words used, 6) symbolizing pictograph bringing a specific idea, and 7) simple but eye-sighting.

Poster is a tool of mass media for informing, guiding, and/or announcing something by symbols and images. The symbols are the words concise and meaningful. The symbols are supported by suitable images to help the reader easy to understand the message on the poster.

The images on a poster are used to attract the reader to read more (Hartanto, 2001). The function of the images is as a hook leading the reader to know more the message of the poster. The images can say better than words (Damono, 2018).

As the writing purpose, poster is categorized into a persuasive writing purpose. The persuasive writing needs the writer intending to the reader to do the act.

Poster as a product is categorized into two functions. 1) as a social exposure, this kind of poster is constructed to communicate things for non-commercial for example ‘the effect of smoking’ poster. 2) as a commercial tool, this poster is built for business strategy in getting new customer of a product.

Recent posters are created based on 3 (three) approaches, which are dogmatic, argumentative, and appeal (Harahap, 2008). Dogmatic approaches in creating poster is proposing a message as the one and only of a truth. Then, argumentative approaches in creating poster is raising the reader to keep asking ‘why?’. This approach gives more logical sequences on the presentation. Last, appeal approach in creating is showing off the uniqueness of images, illustrations, or cartoon.

Victor O. Schwab gives easy criteria to indicate a good poster. The criteria are explained as follows.

Getting attention includes layout and headlines. Some posters are intended to be reused over time. A composition of layout provides representative images aligned with the poster purposes. See the kind of poster that using the scrapbook idea below.

Figure 1. A poster using Scrapbook Idea (Source: English Poster Project 2019)

Figure 2. 1st Content Layout: the Creator Profile (Source: English Poster Project 2019)

The poster above is built by putting a book with pages (fig 1). Putting logos also help readers to indicate the organization which is responsible of this poster creation. The layout is centered mode. The error of the layout is putting dark colour logo (on the top right) on black background. Though, the middle (white and blue area) seems like a book with pages. Each page consists valuable information. The interesting thing of the poster is the poster are invited reader to flip the pages to find more
information. The pages of content layout are shown as follows.

On Figure 2, putting identity in a poster is a must since the readers will easily find who is/are responsible on the message given.

![Figure 2](image1.png)

**Figure 2. Identity in Poster**

The last part of the scrap-book-poster is guiding the reader to do vote. This part is belonging to ask for action elements.

In addition, the headline roles as a hook to lead the audience to find more the information given. However, there are some rules to make a good headline (Erren & Bourne, 2007). The first rule is defining the purpose. Headline must align with the purpose. Preparing a poster on this rule is started by questioning “what do you want others to do?” The second rule is be concise and clear. The third is putting the title that sharp, short, and gripping. The fourth is showing the uniqueness. For example, “Talk Less Do More”

![Figure 3](image2.png)

**Figure 3. Content Layout: Give the Advantage**

(Source: English Poster Project 2019)

![Figure 4](image3.png)

**Figure 4. Content Layout: Give More Advantage**

(Source: English Poster Project 2019)

Putting advantages (figure 3 and 4) are good idea since it will convince the reader of the content of the message. As the poster is for chairman of the campus’s organization. The advantages are talking about the vision and the missions of the candidates.

![Figure 5](image4.png)

**Figure 5. 4th Content Layout: Ask for Action**

(Source: English Poster Project 2019)

In addition, the headline roles as a hook to lead the audience to find more the information given. However, there are some rules to make a good headline (Erren & Bourne, 2007). The first rule is defining the purpose. Headline must align with the purpose. Preparing a poster on this rule is started by questioning “what do you want others to do?” The second rule is be concise and clear. The third is putting the title that sharp, short, and gripping. The fourth is showing the uniqueness. For example, “Talk Less Do More”

![Figure 6](image5.png)

**Figure 6. Headline Example: Short, Concise, and Gripping**

(Source: English Poster Project 2019)

Showing people advantage is mainly about capturing the audience mind. There are two aspects (plus and minus) to get the audience minds. The plus aspect shows in words or images what the audience gain. Contrary, the minus shows in words or images what the audience probably lose in a positive perspective.

Proving the evidence is putting facts and/or review on the main content of the advertisement. Putting more facts will attract more audience to believe in
The substance of the poster. Also, putting reviews would convince the audience.

Persuading people is giving a reason to the audience that the poster content is profitable. Actually, proving by facts and reviews are enough already to convince the audience. This persuading part would be likely a sum up, reiteration, reminding about the advertisement content using strong close statement.

As presented above (figure 5), asking for action is the key of succession for the promotion on the poster. It can be delivered into three optional ways. First, there is a direct statement, in which this would like to invite the audience to do or what is stated on the poster (i.e. choose us).

![Figure 7 Asking for Action Example (Source: English Poster Project 2019)](image)

Second, it is inviting by highlighting the benefit that the audience probably gained. Last, it is an offer such as trial for premium, the limit of the time or product, and price down such as a discount.

Some errors are found on those 5 posters. all of them are in A2-A3 paper size. However, on the title section, it has ‘leaflet’ word (see Fig 1 & 7). The leaflet is a handy paper size.

**CONCLUSION**

The study reveals all the 5 posters don’t meet the criteria. However, all of them gives similarity in showing advantage criterion. the students seem like not following the criteria in making the posters. The errors in grammatical and typo are found easily.

This research is suggesting to disseminate the Schwab theory of good poster writing at the English class. This study is limited to 5 posters and the students are using their own understanding of making advertisement without knowing the 5 criteria of a good poster writing. Furthermore, next research should assess into a single poster to give a brief explanation of making a good poster.
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